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Abstract
Collaboration with people in a team environment to build software is common. In the
beginning stage of a team project, it is required that a team decides what tools and services to
utilize to control the source code for the project, communicate with the members, and manage
the tasks. In addition, the project tech stacks and the role each member needs to be discussed and
chosen. Unfortunately, existing tools lack significant support for coordinating decisions like
these. This Master’s report presents TeamUpShare, the first platform providing a user profile
with informative data for launching team projects. The result of a lab study reveals that the user
profile filled with other software service accounts, tech stacks, and interests helps new teams to
coordinate decisions during a project launch more conveniently, easily, and quickly than with
existing tools.
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1. Introduction
People often collaborate with others in a group environment to begin and run a software
project. Working with other people can give many benefits. Different skill sets of each member
can be contributed to their project so that the members can learn from each other or focus on
what they are good at to improve their project. In addition, group discussion often leads the team
to create innovative ideas or solutions since they tend to be creative when brainstorming together
[Aho, 2020].
When a team project starts, the members tend to be polite, positive, and excited about
what they are going to work on [Togle, 2020]. In this stage, they introduce each other and
discuss the goal of the project, members’ skill sets and interests, project rules, and individual
roles [Togle, 2020]. In addition, people in a team need to choose one or multiple communication
channels, project management tools, and source code control tools as well as share their accounts
of services they have chosen to use for the project. Finally, and crucially, the tech stacks for the
projects and each member’s responsibility need to be decided.
Importantly, all of these decisions hinge on team members’ past experiences. For
instance, if a team member has previously become proficient in Node.js, then the team could take
that into account when picking a platform. Likewise, another team member might have code
written in Python that could be reused for a new project. Still another team member might have
used both Node.js and Python but had bad experiences with one of the two in the past. All of
these factors ultimately influence the team members’ preferences about which platform to adopt
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for project work. The same could be said for communication tools, testing tools, and a variety of
other tools needed by a team. Preferences matter, especially when launching a new project.
When it comes to making such decisions in a team environment, it is often not as simple
and straightforward as it might seem. When a team chooses a communication channel such as
email or a messaging service (ex. WhatsApp, WeChat, etc), the team members need to talk about
what they have used or what they would like to use for the project, and then they eventually
share their accounts of their choice. Likewise, the team needs to make decisions for choosing a
project management tool, a source code control tool, tech stacks, individual responsibility for the
project. Such a process takes time. And after picking a platform, they then must exchange
extensive amounts of detailed configuration data with one another, such as repository URLs,
Slack workspaces and channel names, URLs for posting information about scheduling and
responsibilities, their respective usernames on the diverse platforms, and so forth. Although
documenting tools such as Microsoft Word and Google Docs can share such information with
others, they are not designed for such specific tasks.
This

Master’s

project examines

opportunities

to go

beyond these generic

information-exchange tools to provide a tool specifically tailored to the challenge of coordinating
a new software team. Such a platform should platform easily and efficiently share all the
information of each member in the group, as well as any configuration files and other data
associated with the project’s launch.
The resulting tool, TeamUpShare, is the first for providing aggregated information of all
team members in a new software development team. Such a feature allows the users to make
decisions conveniently. Once each user fills the profile with other service accounts, skills, and
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interests, it will be shared by just joining a team with the members. Simply joining another team
will share such information with others. TeamUpShare is easy to use and, moreover, it is an
especially fast way of launching a second project, as it facilitates sharing through reuse of the
user profile.
Section 2 discusses Related Work about the existing platforms that are used for sharing
information for group usage and the limitations of their approaches. Section 3 describes the new
approach and implementation. Section 4 presents the evaluation of the claims. Section 5
discusses conclusions and future work.

2. Related Work
From general word processing tools to team project tools, there are plenty of platforms
that are currently available to share information with others. The following subsections present
an illustrative sampling of such tools that can share information to assist teams.

2.1. Google Docs
Google Docs is a web-based word processor that multiple people can share and work
together on the same document at the same time [Gavin 2019]. Once one person in a group
creates documents, he or she can invite others via their Google accounts. Then, all of them can
create and edit the content on the document in real time (Figure 1). Once such a setting has been
completed, they can literally share anything they want. When it comes to deciding tools or
services to be used for their project, they should communicate through either talking to each
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other or writing down their opinions on the shared document. And then, they can simply
exchange their accounts of the services they have chosen through the shared document. When
they choose what tech stacks and individual responsibility for the project, it is very likely that
they need to talk about their previous experience to build softwares or their personal preference.
Although Google Docs is a powerful tool to share information in a group, it is of limited
use for sharing level of experience and personal preferences about platforms. For example, each
member can write down the information in each document and share it with multiple teams. For
instance, hypothetically, a team could create a spreadsheet and then write down all of their
preferences about which tools to use, and then they could have a discussion somewhere (in that
file or in another channel) about those preferences. Then they would need to create other files for
sharing configuration information. All of this would require access to multiple files and/or
communication channels -- precisely the problem that TeamUpShare is designed to simplify.
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Figure 1: Google Docs is a web-based word processor that allows the user to share the documents with
others.

2.2. Microsoft Word
Microsoft Word (MS Word) is a word processor included in Microsoft Office (MS
Office) that is available for multiple Operating Systems such as Windows, Apple MacOS, Apple
iOS, Google Android, and Linux [Computer Hope 2019]. MS Office was published in 1983, i.e.,
26 years earlier than Google Docs, which was released in 2009 [Wikipedia, 2020; Wikipedia,
2020]. People in a team can create documents (Figure 2) and share them with others similar to
Google Docs. As a word processor, this has the same advantages and disadvantages of Google
Docs for a team to decide other services, tech stacks, and the role each member as mentioned
earlier.
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Figure 2: Microsoft Word is a word processor that can create documents and share them with other
people.

2.3. Confluence
Confluence is a web-based service created by Atlassian company to create, share, and
collaborate on multiple projects in one place [Atlassian, 2020]. Unlike Google Docs and MS
Word, Confluence is specifically designed to help team projects. This provides two types of
spaces that can organize information and each space contains pages which are the same as
documents in Google Docs (Figure 3). Personal spaces can be used to write drafts of works,
personal information, or personal projects. The user grants permissions while team spaces share
their pages with their teammates or other teams depending on permissions that the user can
control [Austin 2020]. Confluence’s main feature set actually focuses on tracking of
requirements and coordination of those requirements to system development. For example, it
provides a screen for entering user stories and tracking associated issues.
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Although Confluence is a good step toward solving the problem demonstrated so clearly
by Google Docs and MS Word, it is not a complete solution, especially with regard to the crucial
decision-making process when launching a project. For example, it contains no features for
tracking, sharing and visualizing information about team members’ tool preferences. In addition,
although it provides mechanisms to coordinate the sharing of configuration files, it aims to direct
communications through specific methods (such as commit comments and Jira’s issue-tracking
system, discussed in the next subsection) that are less useful at the very start of a project before
any code is written. TeamUpShare is thus aimed at filling this gap at the start of the project, after
which a team could use Confluence during the execution of a project.

Figure 3: Confluence is a web-based service for managing documents for multiple teams.
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2.4. Jira
Jira is another web platform created by Atlassian. It is a project management tool that
supports agile software engineering method by providing either a Scrum board or a Kanban
board and a workflow that can have a unique process of work items per project [Atlassian, 2020].
Since this is a project/task management tool, people assigned to a team can issue tasks to share
information with each other. For example, right after a team is formed, they can add tasks such
as choosing communication channels, setting up a project repository, choosing an individual
role, or choosing tech stacks. Once the tasks are created in its Backlog tab, they can move those
in the current sprint which would be the first sprint of the project. Then, each task will be
required to move to a different status depending on what its current status is by the user (Figure
4). For example, when choosing communication channels task in IN PROGRESS status is done,
this can be moved to DONE status. As mentioned before, these status of each task can be
composed differently by the user. Assuming that REVIEW status is needed, then this can be
configured to be TO DO, IN PROGRESS, REVIEW, and DONE. Although this supports strong
project/task management features, this is not a great solution to share such personal information
with multiple teams or projects. As with Confluence, Jira is primarily targeted to project work
that largely occurs after the initial launch phase addressed by TeamUpShare.
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Figure 4: Jira is a web-based project management tool showing an agile board with TO DO, IN
PROGRESS, and DONE status to keep track of the tasks.

2.5. Trello
Trello is a web-based project management service being acquired by Atlassian,
potentially to be integrated within Jira [Kepes, 2017]. Trello can be a simple task management
tool that provides boards, lists, and cards which can help manage not only software development
(Figure 5), but planning an event or designing new brand although Jira was designed to help
software development from build to release, which makes Jira less flexible than Trello (which is
suitable for non-software projects) [Peterson, 2019]. However, since Trello is a task management
tool just like Jira, it contains the same issue mentioned in previous sections.
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Figure 5: Trello is a task management service consisting of board, list, and cards.

2.6. Asana
Asana (Figure 6) is another project management service similar to Jira and Trello [Duo
2019]. Asana can handle complex projects in a more sophisticated way than Trello by providing
task dependency management system which allows a task as waiting for another and navigating
them intuitively through Timeline [Duo, 2019]. Although they are different services, the main
purpose is to manage tasks and projects. Thus, when it comes to sharing personal service
accounts, technology stacks, and interests with different teams, it is also not different from Jira
and Trello.
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Figure 6. Asana is a project/task management tool with task view methods including list, board, timeline,
and calendar.

2.7. Dropbox
Dropbox is a cloud based file storage service and collaboration tool that documents can
be edited by multiple people who are invited just like what Google Docs features [Wikipedia,
2020]. As a file storage platform, it supports a file syncing feature that syncs file changes in local
computer with those stored in its cloud storage, which is a typical feature that modern cloud file
storage system supports (Figure 7). The user can also edit with Google Docs and Microsoft
Words, while using Dropbox to store the associated files rather than the backend of Google
Drive or Microsoft’s equivalent [McCracken, 2019]. This allows the user to be able to collect all
data and navigate them easily for a team or a project which shares them with other members.
Given the feature set, however, DropBox presents the same limitations as Google Docs and
Microsoft Word.
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Figure 7: Dropbox is a cloud file storage service that can share files updated with other people.

2.8. Box
Box is also another cloud storage service like Dropbox and it supports most features of
what Dropbox provides such as collaborating documents and integrating third-party apps
including Google Docs and Microsoft Word (Figure 8) [Peterson, 2019]. Box also has great
productivity tools including collaboration and project management apps [Vlajin, 2018]. Although
such features can help teams to share information effectively, it cannot improve the process of
sharing of individual third-party accounts, tech stacks, and interests with multiple teams to make
decisions.
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Figure 8: Box is a cloud file storage that shares information with others and is integrated third party such
as Google Docs and Microsoft Word.

3. Solution
TeamUpShare is the first system to show aggregated third-party service accounts, skills,
and interests of all members of a software development team in one page, thereby facilitating the
crucial coordination and decision-making required at a project’s launch. This section explains the
primary use cases of TeamUpShare with its screenshots as well as its architecture details.

3.1. Use Cases
Once the user opens TeamUpShare on a web browser, the Sign In page will be shown
first so that only authenticated users can access the entire service (Figure 9). In order to make an
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account, the user clicks the “SIGN UP” button on the top bar or “Don’t have an account? Sign
UP” link under the SIGN IN button of the Sign In page. Then, they will be redirected to the Sign
Up page.

Figure 9: TeamUpShare requires sign in with an email account and a password.

Sign Up page (Figure 10) requires a first name, a last name, an email account, and a
password to be entered. Once all the inputs are typed with valid values, the green “SIGN UP”
button is activated. When the user clicks the button, it will redirect the user to the Profile page
(Figure 11) with the account created.
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Figure 10: TeamUpShare Sign Up page is filled with a first name, a last name, an email account, and a
password so that the green SIGN UP button is activated.
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Figure 11: TeamUpShare Profile page shows forms that the user can add service accounts, technical
skills, and interests.
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The Profile page allows the user to add service accounts, technical skills, and interests
that will be shared with team members. The input box of the service account and the technical
skills not only provides predefined list of values so that you can pick one in the list, but also
allows the user to type any service or interest if it is not in the list (Figure 12). This allows the
user to be able to provide any information they want. However, the interests input has no
predefined list in order to allow the user to do anything they think of, such as hobbies or the
areas they are passionate about.

Figure 12: The Input box of Service Account and Technical Skills in the Profile page shows a predefined
list.

Once the user completes adding his or her profile information, he or she can create a
project in the Projects page which consists of three boxes: “Create a project”, “My Projects”, and
“Invitations to me” (Figure 13). My Projects shows a list of the projects that the user participates
in while the “Invitation to me” shows and allows the user to accept each invitation to a project.
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Figure 13: In the PROJECTS page of TeamUpShare consists of three boxes: Create a project, My
Projects, and Invitations to me.

In the Create a project box, the user can create a project and share information with team
members. Once a project is created, the user is redirected to the “INFO” tab of the project page
(Figure 13). This page consists of three tabs of “INFO”, “MEMBERS”, and “DOCUMENTS”.
The “INFO” tab shows the owner of the project as well as an editable “Title” and “Description”.
Anyone in the team is allowed to edit the title and the description.
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Figure 13: The INFO tab of a project in TeamUpShare shows its owner, title, and description.

The “MEMBERS” tab of a project has a feature to invite members and shows its current
members. In addition, it provides three foldable boxes of the members’ service accounts, tech
skills, and interests (Figure 14). Each box shows a list of its information in an aggregated manner
(Figure 15-17). For example, Figure 15 shows all the service accounts of the members grouped
by the same service name. It shows them in descending order by the count of the members using
the service so that items listed at the top area can help the team to choose them without having
conversation to do so. The “Members ID” column provides the service IDs of the members who
have an account of the service in a nested list. Each service ID has a green copy button (Figure
18) so that the user can click it to copy it to his or her clipboard when it is needed.
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Figure 14: The “MEMBERS” tab of a project in TeamUpShare shows “Current members” and
aggregated “Service Accounts”, “Technical Skills”, and “Interests” of the members.
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Figure 15: The “Service Accounts” in the “MEMBERS” tab shows a list of the member’s service
accounts.
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Figure 16: The “Technical Skills” in the “MEMBERS” tab shows a list of the member’s tech skills.

Figure 17: The “Interests” box in the “MEMBERS” tab shows a list of the interests.
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Figure 18: A green copy button copies the service id of a member.

In the “DOCUMENTS” tab, any team members can upload and download any type of
files they want to share with others. This can be utilized to share project configuration files or
any type of media files (Figure 19).

Figure 19: The “DOCUMENTS” tab of a project shows a list of documents that are shared with the other
members.
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3.2. Architectural overview and implementation details
TeamUpShare was implemented as a Client-Server architecture web application (Figure
20). It was built on React(https://reactjs.org) and Firebase(https://firebase.google.com). React is
a JavaScriptlibrary that is used to build user interface for web applications (React, 2020). And,
Firebase is a platform that helps mobile and web application development (Wikipedia, 2020).

Figure 20: System Architecture of TeamUpShare

TeamUpShare is built by using the React and Firebase client SDK. The Firebase client
SDK connects to the Firebase services which is used for the backend of TeamUpShare. It uses
Firebase’s Authentication, Firestore, Function, and Storage services. The Authentication service
enables TeamUpShare’s users to sign-up, sign-in, sign-out, and reset passwords. The Firestore
service provides TeamUpShare with a non-relational database so that TeamUpShare can store
user’s profile and project data. The Function service lets TeamUpShare run backend code so that
the user can create projects on the platform along with inviting members to the project. Although
the user profile data is stored into the Firestore service directly, the project related data is valified
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and then stored by the backend code in the Function service. Such implementation prevents
non-team members from reading and editing the data of a project. The Storage service is used to
share files that were uploaded by the members in a project. These four Firebase services together
comprise the whole backend implementation for TeamUpShare.

4. Evaluation
4.1. Methodology
The evaluation focused on whether TeamUpShare is innovative for team projects, easy to
use, convenient for making decisions on which services to use, and faster for starting a second
project. A lab study was conducted by comparing TeamUpShare with Google Docs (GD). This
study was performed with 15 Oregon State University students who had experience with group
projects.

4.1.1 Procedure
Participants were divided into four groups consisting of three to four people, with each
group having 2 projects for TeamUpShare and one project for GD. Requiring two projects for
TeamUpShare made it possible to assess how well the tool enables programmers to reuse profiles
from project to project and to measure how much time they could save by reusing profiles.
Requiring them to use TeamUpShare for a project and GD for another project made it possible to
compare TeamUpShare to one of the more popular other methods for coordinating project
launches.
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For each project (regardless of whether participants used GD or TeamUpShare),
participants had to perform 3 tasks (below). The time required for these was recorded for each
project.
Task 1. Decide what other tools/services your team would use for the project.
A. Communication Channel/Tool
B. Project/Task Management Tool
C. Source Code Control Tool
Task 2. Decide what platform and tech stacks to be used for the project.
Task 3. Decide what each member would be responsible for the project.

Some groups used GD first, while others used TeamUpShare first, in order to
counterbalance against learning effects. Teams were remixed between projects to further counter
learning effects and to ensure teams had to re-coordinate all decisions for their second and third
projects.
Teams could pick their own project ideas for each project. The time required for the tasks
above was recorded from after the team decided on the project idea. Therefore, the time
measurement included all the tasks associated with coordinating platform and planning
decisions, but not the time required for deciding on a project topic.
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4.1.2 Background and Platform Comparison Survey
In order to compare how convenient and easy TeamUpShare is for launching a team
project, a survey was given to all participants once they have completed the three project
launches with GD and TeamUpShare. The survey questions were as follows.
1. Have you experienced a team project before? (Yes/No)
2. How many team projects have you done before approximately? (Number)
3. Have you used any tools or services for team projects? (Yes/No)
4. Please list the services below you have used before for your team project decision
making.
(Options: Atlassian Jira, Atlassian Confluence, Trello, Asana, Google Docs, MS Office,
DropBox, Box, Others: You can type more than one service)
5. If you have chosen more than two services above question(4.), what are the reasons you
had to use them together?
6. Do you think TeamUpShare is an innovative solution for team projects?
(1: Strongly Disagree, 2: Somewhat Disagree, 3: Somewhat Agree, 4: Strongly Agree,
This four-point scale was used for question 6 to 10.)
7. TeamUpShare is more convenient than other services you used before to make decisions
for your team project.
8. TeamUpShare is easier to use than other services you used before to decide what each
team member to do for your project.
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9. When starting a second project, TeamUpShare is faster than other services you used
before.
10. Overall Satisfaction.
11. What do you like the most about TeamUpShare?
12. What would you suggest to improve TeamUpShare?

4.2. Results
All of the 15 participants responded they have experienced team projects before and nine
of them have experienced 3 to 7 team projects while 6 people have experienced 10 to 30 projects
(Figure 21). Figure 22 shows that Google Docs was the most used service among the
participants, implying that the choice of GD as a comparison during the study was indeed
reasonable. Also, they responded that they have used multiple services, since their purposes are
different from each other. For example, Google Docs was used to exchange documents and share
ideas while Trello was used for management tasks after project launch.
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Figure 21: This column graph shows the number of participants for each the number of team projects
they have experienced before.

Figure 22: Services have been used by the participants for their team projects before.
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As shown in Figure 23, only one participant strongly disagreed that TeamUpShare is an
innovative solution for team projects. The vast majority strongly agreed on the innovativeness of
TeamUpShare. The one who disagreed wanted a feature to assign specific tasks to team members
based on their skills, which could be added in the future (or leveraged from existing tools, such
as Confluence or Trello, if TeamUpShare were acquired and integrated with those systems).

Figure 23: The result of survey question 6. Do you think TeamUpShare is an innovative solution for team
projects?

Figure 24 shows that thirteen participants agreed that TeamUpShare is more convenient
than the other services to make decisions unlike the rest of two participants. The 2 who disagreed
explained that TeamUpShare needs minor user interface improvements such as having a source
code control tool link and showing only top 5 items in the members tab of a project, in order to
reduce the size of the user interface.
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Figure 24: The result of survey question 7. TeamUpShare is more convenient than other services you used
before to make decisions for your team project

Figure 25 indicates that almost all participants likewise agreed that TeamUpShare is
easier to use than other services. The other 2 wished to have more integration with features that
the project manager could use for assigning tasks to team members.

Figure 25: The result of survey question 8. TeamUpShare is easier to use than other services you used
before to decide what each team member to do for your project
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According to Figure 26, the majority of participants strongly agreed that TeamUpShare is
faster than its competitors when starting a second project. This is also verified since the second
project on TeamUpShare took less than half of the time taken for the first project on
TeamUpShare. The participants who started with TeamUpShare and then GD shows that their
second time use of TeamUpShare took 6 minutes to complete all the tasks while the first time
took about 16 minutes. Likewise, those who started with GD and then TeamUpShare took about
5 minutes in their second use of TeamUpShare while 13 minutes were taken for the first project
on it (Figure 27). All of the data confirmed that TeamUpShare is slightly faster than GD for the
first project, and the second project on TeamUpShare is even faster than the first.

Figure 26: The result of survey question 9. When starting a second project, TeamUpShare is faster than
other services you used before.
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Figure 27: The left chart shows how many minutes were taken to complete the given tasks in order of
TeamUpShare and GD and the right chart shows the time measured but the reserve order of GD and
TeamUpShare.

Figure 28 presents that about half of participants somewhat agreed they were satisfied
with using TeamUpShare while the rest were strongly agreed on its satisfaction. Nobody
indicated being dissatisfied with TeamUpShare (including any who had suggestions for
improvement).

Figure 28: The result of survey question 10. Overall Satisfaction

The feedback from the participants is summarized in the following comments.
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1. “I can build my profile one time and share it with others very quickly.”
2. “TeamUpShare was easy to use and great to quickly assess where our team members
could best fit into the team. This is helpful in situations where one might have to be in
multiple projects over an extended period of time - as in a college experience with regular
group projects. As a team leader, TeamUpShare saves me time by not having to ask
people what skills they can contribute and gets us to efficiently start a project sooner. I
would use TeamUpShare again when beginning a new project with people I am not very
familiar with.”

5. Conclusions & Future Work
TeamUpShare is the first system specifically designed to help a software project team to
make decisions conveniently and fast in the beginning stage. The lab study comparing
TeamUpShare with GD demonstrated that TeamUpShare in team projects is an innovative
solution in the eyes of users, convenient to make decisions, easy to use, and faster to start a
second project.
The comments from study participants pointed toward a few opportunities for enhancing
the system, particularly in the context of integrating TeamUpShare’s features into other project
management toolsets.
First, the user interface of TeamUpShare could be improved by categorizing tech skills in
the members tab of a project. Currently, the predefined list of skills shows items in a pure list in
the profile page. Likewise, in the member tab of a project page, skills are sorted by descending
order of the count of each skill. Although this can position the item that most team members are
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skillful at the top of the list, the resulting screen can be long and a bit cluttered. A better
approach suggested was categorizing skills such as Backend, Frontend, Databases, Security, etc.
Showing every skill into a related category would be easier to analyze what options team have.
Second, building on the suggestion above, an option for assigning roles to each member
in the members tab of a project based on skills could improve its usability. The current
implementation has a info tab each project so that the member can add information such as roles
for each member. However, the user feedback tells that having a designated place to assign roles
of each member would be appreciated. Integration with Trello could provide a way to leverage
existing systems while also meeting these participants’ requests for enhancements.
Third, integrating third-party services with TeamUpShare also offers the potential to save
more time for teams during project launch. In particular, the current implementation of
TeamUpShare requires users to create accounts elsewhere and then link them to TeamUpShare,
but features could be created to automate some of these operations on other systems. For
example, Github integration could make TeamUpShare have a button to create a Github account
which automatically adds the team-members as collaborators. Additionally, a simple button
which would automatically create a Slack workspace with the team-members or a shared drive
on Google Drive with access to all the team-members could be help the team kick start the
project. Such features would reduce the amount of effort required to launch a project.
In conclusion, TeamUpShare is an innovation and a useful tool that provides constructive
information to launch team projects. It performed highly well when it came to starting team
projects conveniently, easily, and quickly. Adapting the improvement suggestions from the user
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could enhance its usability and speed further so that it would become a highly popular platform
that many people can utilize for their team projects.
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